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Dear Valued Shareholders,
When I wrote to you twelve months ago, I said we 
were determined to make AmBank Group stronger 
in order to preserve and enhance market confidence. 
A year down the line, I can report that AmBank 
Group has made progress.

LETTER TO 
SHAREHOLDERS

We have strengthened our leadership bench, we 
have traction on our Top 4 Strategy and we have 
made improvements in governance and compliance. 
Over the year, we also recorded a 1.7% increase in 
profit to RM1,324.6 million and we bolstered our 
performance across most areas of the Group.

These positive results came despite a volatile and 
changeable backdrop in the region and beyond. In 
particular, the Chinese economy was beset by 
structural changes, whilst the Indian economy was 
affected by a dip in consumption. Here in Malaysia, 
economic growth slowed to 4.2% from 5.0% a year 
earlier and the Malaysian ringgit fell to its lowest 
level against the US dollar since 1997.
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Dividend Increase
With such challenges around us I am pleased to 
propose, on behalf of the Board of Directors, an 
increase in dividend compared to last year. Our 
proposed final dividend of 12.6 sen per share will 
bring the total dividend for the 2016-2017 financial 
year to 17.6 sen per share.

This translates into a dividend payout ratio of 40%. It 
is an increase of four percentage points from the 
previous financial year and means we can make 
good on our dividend guidance to shareholders.

Improving Performance
Over the past year, our management team has 
reorganised parts of our operations and realigned 
key performance indicators to allow for better focus 
in our strategic journey to reach Top 4 in Malaysian 
banks by 2020.

We have made good progress in the first year of this 
four-year journey and we already have traction in 
many areas, including an improved focus on 
customer service and our digital transformation, an 
increase in deposits and effective cross-selling of our 
services to our over 3 million customers.

Our senior management team has also invested 
heavily in leaders with proven industry experience 
and expertise in order to build our capabilities and 
lead our transformation.

We have also gone through a very intense process 
of improving our governance and compliance 
structure, and we are striving to have one of the 
best structures in the industry going forward. We 
need to ensure the idea of governance and 
compliance is firmly in the mindset of every member 
of staff and that AmBank Group is well equipped to 
adjust to the evolving regulatory landscape for 
financial institutions. As a priority, Group Compliance 
has been restructured and measures have been 
taken to strengthen policies, procedures, training, 
technology and systems.

Throughout the year, we have continued to develop 
our governance practices. We approved our revised 
Board Charter on 27 July 2016 and recently completed 
our annual independent Board Effectiveness 
Assessment. We have also widened the scope of our 
Statement on Corporate Governance in the Annual 
Report, in line with recent regulatory changes.

In terms of governance, we believe good corporate 
governance is the key to maintaining the trust that our 
investors and customers place in us. One of the most 
important aspects of my role as Chairman is to foster 
the right dynamics on the board so we have Directors 
with the right range and balance of skills and expertise.

Changes to the Board of Directors
This year, we appointed three new Directors to the 
Board of Directors of AMMB Holdings Berhad:

• Graham Kennedy Hodges, non-independent 
non-executive director

• Datuk Shireen Ann Zaharah binti Muhiudeen, 
independent non-executive director

• Seow Yoo Lin, independent non-executive 
director

At the end of the financial year, Tun Mohammed 
Hanif bin Omar, who has been a non-independent 
non-executive director for more than 22 years, 
retired from the Board. I would like to extend my 
heartfelt gratitude to Tun Hanif for his guidance and 
insight over the years.

I would also like to thank Wasim Akhtar Saifi who 
was an independent and non-executive director and 
resigned in order to focus on his role as an 
independent and non-executive director of our 
subsidiary AmBank Islamic Berhad.

You can read more about our corporate governance 
on pages 180 to 225 of this Annual Report.

Sustainability Statement
This year, we have also completed our first 
Sustainability Statement, identifying our material 
risks and opportunities in a formal process. This 
statement includes our corporate social responsibility 
and all areas of our business, grouped into three 
themes of responsible banking, employer of choice 
and positive societal impact.

This year’s Sustainability Statement is the outcome of a 
materiality assessment of our environmental, economic 
and social risks and opportunities. It includes a new 
governance process for sustainability that sits with the 
Board and gives us more clarity and oversight in these 
areas. In time, we will fully integrate consideration of 
these areas into core business decisions.

You can read more about our Sustainability 
Statement on pages 140 to 175 of this Annual 
Report.

Responsibility to Our Communities
Over the past year, we had a few appreciation nights 
for our customers in various parts of Malaysia. I 
found it very useful to meet up with some of our 
long term customers and remember how we have 
grown together. Back in the early days, our customers 
were starting out in plantations and timber. Now 
they have big property and construction companies. 
We grew with them and they grew with us, and it 
feels good to be part of it.

Acknowledgment
I take this opportunity to thank all of our stakeholders, 
including our shareholders, our customers, our staff, 
our communities and our regulators, for your 
continued support over the year. I would like to 
make particular mention of our business partners, 
Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited 
(ANZ), Insurance Australia Group Limited (IAG) and 
MetLife International Holdings Inc. (MetLife).

I am grateful for the collaboration I have received 
from my fellow directors, our group chief executive 
officer and his team in discharging our respective 
responsibilities.

Together we can focus on what we do best, helping 
individuals and businesses in Malaysia grow and win 
together.

TAN SRI AZMAN HASHIM
Chairman, Non-Independent Non-Executive Director

Kuala Lumpur
30 June 2017
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We made positive strides forward this year and our profit after tax 
and minority interests (PATMI) for the year rose 1.7 percent to 
RM1,324.6 million. Our return on assets (ROA) held steady at 1.1 
percent and return on equity (ROE) was marginally lower by 30 
basis points at 8.5 percent. Our profit before provision (PBP) rose 
5.5% to RM1,605.1 million, reversing a downward trend over 
recent years.

DEAR VALUED SHAREHOLDERS,
THE 2016-17 FINANCIAL YEAR WAS A 
CHALLENGING ECONOMIC PERIOD, BOTH 
IN MALAYSIA AND THE WIDER WORLD. 
AGAINST THIS BACKDROP, I AM PLEASED 
TO REPORT GOOD PROGRESS FROM 
AMBANK GROUP.

MESSAGE FROM GROUP  
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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Strategic Course is Set
I am particularly pleased to report that we have now 
completed the first year of our strategic journey to 
rise to a Top 4 bank in Malaysia by 2020 and we 
have achieved good momentum towards realising 
AmBank Group’s ambitions. Last year’s waves of 
disruption in global and local markets served to 
sharpen our focus on the task ahead.

Over the year, we have made sound progress in 
building up the foundations that will support our 
growth agenda, focusing on improving margins and 
strengthening our balance sheet for optimal returns 
to our shareholders.

A major part of any strategic plan is getting people 
to reorganise themselves, believe in the outcome 
we are working towards and do what is supposed to 
be done. That part was challenging in the beginning. 
But now we are seeing the results of our efforts and 
there is a feeling that change is a good thing, that 
we have set our ship on its new course.

Passion and Commitment to AmBank 
Group
I have spent as much time as possible this year out 
in the field, visiting AmBank branches, offices and 
clients, and interacting with as many staff and 
customers as I  can. I  feel the passion and 
commitment to AmBank Group, to our 42 years of 
expertise in supporting Malaysians in their economic 
development and improved well-being.

I am humbled by the longevity of our AmBank 
Group customers, some of whom have been with us 
for all of our four decades, and have grown 
businesses from cradle to IPO. I am also delighted to 
see our customer base growing. Already our AmBank 
Signature Priority Banking customer base has 
increased six-fold from December 2016 to March 
2017, and there is more to come.

We recently commissioned a pulse check on our 
brand health and the indicators in the wider market 
are encouraging. We have a positive upturn from 
consumers indicating an interest in banking with 
AmBank in the near future.

Customers and Digital at the Core of Our Business
Customers are of course at the very core of our business. We thrive when we can integrate our financial 
services into the lives of our customers and our digital journey is at the forefront of that integration.

Over the past year we have focused on building the foundation pillars for our digital journey into the future, 
with infrastructure and application programming interface (API) readiness. We have optimised existing channels 
and customer touch point experiences to increase our customer base and cross-sell relevant services.

We are now accelerating the next phase of our digital capabilities with our Group-wide digital roadmap that 
focuses on integrating our services into the daily lives of our customers in an innovative and practical 
manner. We will continue to strengthen our digital positioning through partnerships and collaboration across 
various industries.

Review of 2016-2017
From a global perspective, market conditions have been harsh this past year, with economic growth rates at 
their lowest level since the 2008 Global Financial crisis. The changing consumer landscape and the 
convergence of responses to digital disruptors affected many industries and generally increased competition 
in the market place.

Political surprises such as the United Kingdom’s vote to withdraw from the European Union, and the result 
of the US presidential election heightened volatility. The oil and gas industry experienced a sharp decline 
with pricing in 2016 falling 70 percent lower than in 2014 as the markets faced an oversupply of oil. 

Closer to home, the Malaysian ringgit fell to its lowest level against the US dollar since the Asian financial 
crisis of 1997-98. The US presidential election prompted a flow of funds into the United States and out of 
markets like Malaysia, causing volatility in Malaysian Government Securities yields.

The impact of the oil price decline hit export revenues and also led to a drop in government revenue. There 
were further challenges on the property front with excesses of supply in office space and shopping complexes. 
Overall, Malaysia’s 2016 gross domestic product (GDP) growth came in at 4.2 percent, the lowest since 2008.

More Technology, More Regulation in the Financial Industry
In the financial sector, two issues took on high levels of significance this past year. Firstly, we have seen 
increasing competition from Fintech (financial technology) companies operating in our traditional space. 
Whilst Fintech has the potential for more disruption, at the same time there are huge potential benefits from 
the new technologies and innovation coming into the marketplace.

We envisage that partnerships with key Fintech players will integrate into our digital roadmap and form an 
ecosystem for our AmBank Group customers across their day to day needs. In addition, big data analytics will 
help to capture new sources of business and drive internal efficiencies.

Secondly, there is a widening emphasis on compliance from government regulators. Worldwide, the financial 
industry is coming under closer scrutiny. At AmBank Group, we are investing strongly in our compliance 
culture and infrastructure as part of our strategic priority of ‘setting up for success.’

We are integrating our compliance function as a strategic element of the business, working in partnership to 
operate within the framework prescribed by our regulators.

As a priority, our Compliance Department has been restructured, with the right subject matter expertise and 
skill sets to ensure independence. Further, measures have been taken to strengthen the key enablers of 
compliance, which includes policies, procedures, training, technology and systems.
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Laser Focus on Top 4 Strategy
We started our strategic journey towards Top 4 in April 2016 after an intense seven-week period of analysis and consultation as to our future direction, involving our 
board, senior management and working groups of our business and support teams.

One year into our transformation journey, we already have traction in many areas, including digital transformation, increased deposits and cross-selling of services to 
over 3 million customers. We have also made appropriate and measured changes in emphasis to our management structure, business divisions and support services.

We are pleased with the initial progress and we are confident that the Group is well positioned to achieve our growth targets and progressively deliver optimal 
returns for our shareholders.

With our Top 4 Strategy, we aim to be among the top four banks in Malaysia by 2020 by focusing on 33 initiatives related to the following quadrants:

• Be among the top four in our four growth segments – mass affluent, affluent, SME and mid corporates; 

• Be among the top four in our four key products – cards and merchants, transaction banking, markets and wealth management;

• Sustain top four position in each of our current engines – corporate loans, debt and capital markets and asset management; and 

• Be among the top 4 employers in Malaysia.

To be Top 4 in each of our

4 growth segments (Mass Affluent, Affluent,

SME, Mid Corps)

To Sustain Top 4 in each of our

current engines (Corporate Loans, 

Debt Capital Markets, Asset Management)

To be Top 4 
Best Employer in Malaysia

To be Top 4 in each of our

4 focus products (Cards and Merchants, 

Transaction Banking, Markets, Wealth Management)
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Strengthening Our Leadership
To build our capability and lead our transformation, 
we have invested this year in a new senior 
management team. We now have new leaders in 
wholesale banking, retail banking, business banking, 
information,  operat ions & digital ,  r isk  and 
transformation. This complements the senior 
management changes we made the previous year in 
human resources, compliance and Islamic banking.

We have also revived our group talent council and 
departmental talent council to identify talent and 
provide opportunities for our people to excel and 
grow through coaching, grooming and mentoring.  

Reorganisation
With our Top 4 Strategy at the front of mind, we 
have started a new Business Banking division which 
comprises Enterprise Banking and Commercial 
Banking in order to focus on growth in our targeted 
area of small and medium-sized enterprise (SME) 
businesses. We have joined Group Operations, Group 
Information Systems and Digital Banking into one 
division. We have streamlined several functions in 
Group Risk and Retail Banking to provide more focus 
and r igour ,  and we have set  up a Group 
Transformation Office to monitor our progress.

Financial Performance
AmBank Group made progress against the backdrop 
of a challenging operating environment for the 
financial year ended 31 March 2017 (FY17). Our total 
income was up by 1.9% year on year (YoY) to 
RM3,765.6 million. We controlled our expenses, 
bringing them down by 0.6% YoY to RM2,160.5 
million and profit (after tax and minority interests) 
for the year rose 1.7% YoY to RM1,324.6 million.

Net interest income (NII) was weaker in FY17 caused 
by margin compression in the second half of 2016 
from the roll off of higher yield legacy retail loans. 
Our ongoing initiatives to improve our cost of funds 
alleviated that compression as our net interest 
margin (NIM) improved in the second half of FY17. 

Non-interest income (NoII) ended the year stronger with an annual growth of 11.9% underpinned by trading 
gains from debt capital market syndication and fixed income activities as well as gain on disposal of 
foreclosed property. We saw encouraging momentum in sustainable fee income especially in wealth 
management and bancassurance.

Our gross impaired loans (GIL) ratio improved to 1.86% from 1.94% driven by continued improvement in 
retail asset quality. Recoveries were stronger though net allowance write-back was marginally lower due to 
higher provisions on impaired wholesale loans.

Our expense growth was contained despite investments for growth and compliance as the Group took on 
a concerted effort in executing various cost savings initiatives. As a result, our cost-to-income ratio (CTI) 
improved by 1.4 percentage points to 57.4%.

We registered the impact of our Top 4 strategy with a 3.5% growth in loans to RM91.0 billion. At the forefront 
of this growth were Mortgages which grew stronger at 20.5% YoY. SME and Mid Corporate loans, our target 
growth segments, also recorded encouraging growth at 17.4% and 2.1% respectively. Cards receivables base 
was up 7.6% with heightened acquisition of new cards and higher cards spending underpinned by enhanced 
value propositions.  

Our deposits from customers increased 8.5% in the last quarter of FY17 supported by corporate and retail 
fixed deposits. On a YoY basis, deposits rose 4.1%. Current accounts and savings accounts (CASA) recorded 
an annual growth of 6.1% reflecting traction in cash management, payroll acquisition and retail SME.
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Business Performance
Wholesale Banking did well in FY17, recording a 
total income expansion of 12.9% YoY. That growth 
was underpinned by capital market activities and 
stronger trading gains. We can expect more growth 
next year as we increase penetration on our full 
suite of services.

Retail Banking was impacted by margin compression 
and saw income fall 7.9% YoY. The Retail loan base 
grew 5.4% supported by robust growth in mortgage 
loans and cards. Next year, we expect to see stronger 
results as the benefits of this year’s divisional 
restructuring become apparent. In Retail Banking, we 
have refined key performance indicators, given more 
clarity to the ownership of our channels, segments 
and products and redesigned our incentive schemes 
for branch managers and relationship managers.

Our Islamic Banking business continues to form an 
integral part of the Wholesale and Retail Banking 
divisions, with profit after taxation and zakat 
increasing by 6.4%, supported by higher trading and 
investment income and net allowance written back. 
Going forward, we want to position AmBank Islamic 
as a value-based financial intermediary offering 
differentiated shariah-compliant financial solutions. 
We will be setting up a financial research and 
development team to drive innovation and create 
new products for our customers.

Our General Insurance business recorded a higher 
net earned premium of RM368.9 million. We are the 
no. 1 motor insurer in Malaysia. In preparation for 
the liberalisation of premium pricing for motor and 
fire insurance products slated for July 2017, we have 
developed a risk pricing model infrastructure and 
increased penetration to non-motor products.

As for our life assurance and Takaful businesses, we 
will continue to focus on customer-centricity and 
aspire to be the preferred life insurer in Malaysia. 
With our partner MetLife Inc., we will continue to 
drive our life insurance business by leveraging on 
our bank customer base moving forward. 

59%
Wholesale Banking

25%
Retail Banking

14%
Insurance

2%
Others

44%
Wholesale Banking

36%
Retail Banking

15%
Insurance

5%
Others

Divisional PAT Contribution (YoY)

Divisional Income Contribution (YoY)
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Malaysia’s Outlook 2017-2018
So far in 2017, we have seen a pickup in Malaysia’s 
economic growth. GDP for the year is expected to 
come in around 4.3% – 4.8% (2016: 4.2%) because of 
continued expansion in domestic activities and 
stronger exports on account of an improving global 
economy.

Consumer spending looks set to rise after recent 
pro-growth measures from the government and 
signs of consistent wage growth. Support for 
domestic investment activity will likely come from 
capital expenditure in the manufacturing sector and 
ongoing large-scale infrastructure projects.

We project that inflation will rise to around 3.0% – 
4.0% in 2017 (2016: 2.1%) reflecting the impact of 
our weaker ringgit and higher commodity prices, 
especially on retail fuel prices.

In the banking system, we expect a modest growth 
in retail loans and an improvement in business loans 
which will push loans growth to between 5.0% and 
6.0% in 2017. We think growth support is likely to 
come from mortgage loans for affordable homes 
and infrastructure loans.

FY18 Targets
In the coming year, AmBank Group will maintain its 
laser-sharp focus on its Top 4 Strategy. We will be 
accelerating penetration into our targeted segments 
and expanding in areas where we are already strong. 
We will focus on growth of quality assets, our 
deposit mix, maximising fees and optimising & 
improving our risk-adjusted returns.

Our focus in FY18 is to further unleash the bank’s 
potential, expand our share of our customer’s wallet 
and increase our customer base through our digital 
proposition. We will also strengthen our SME and 
corporate portfolios.

We have created a new division called Business Banking 
to enhance our focus on the SME segment. We are 
very excited with the prospects of this new division. 
Business Banking comprises two lines of business:

• Enterprise Banking will drive programme 
lending and flow business such as foreign 
exchange and trade

• Commercial Banking will focus on liabilities and 
discretionary lending, along with ancillary 
solutions.

For our people, we will be investing further to 
nurture our internal talent and attract external talent 
where necessary.  In the digital  arena,  our 
transformation initiatives will focus on unrivalled 
customer experience and internal efficiencies, 
creating a digital ly enabled workforce and 
embedding innovation into our way of working. In 
compliance, we will continue to implement 
programmes to invest in our compliance culture and 
infrastructure.

R CUnlock value across our footprint,

capabilities, customer base and talent pool

Drive efficiency and build momentum

Create new sources of competitive
advantage through harnessing digital & 

analytics to take us to the next level

How we will do it:
‘Run the bank better’ and ‘Change the bank’

RUN THE BANK BETTER

CHANGE THE BANK
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Sustainability
Banks exist to support and sustain economic 
development and AmBank Group has a clear 
responsibil ity to play a positive role in the 
communities in which we operate. This year we have 
made some changes to the way we assess our wider 
risks and opportunities in our communities with our 
first Sustainability Statement.

We have bui lt  this  formal assessment and 
sustainability process so that we can clearly identify 
and reshape our environmental, economic & social 
risks and opportunities. In this process, we have 
regrouped our most pressing areas of risk and 
opportunity into three key areas - responsible 
banking, employer of choice and positive societal 
impact. Over time, we will integrate these areas into 
our core business decisions and our reporting to 
shareholders and stakeholders.

At the centre of our inaugural Sustainability 
Statement is an assessment that identifies the 
material sustainabil ity matters which are of 
significance to both our stakeholders and to AmBank 
this year. Going forward, we will conduct this 
materiality assessment on an annual basis. It is an 
important tool in identifying and evaluating concerns 
raised by our stakeholders in formulating our 
strategic plans to pursue sustainable business 
growth. The sustainability framework will also support 
AmBank in developing a longer term, more equitable 
and sustainable outlook.

Awards
The RAM League Awards recognise accomplishment 
and leadership in the Malaysian bond and sukuk 
market. This year, we won five RAM Awards of 
Distinction, we were placed in the top 3 for bonds in 
Malaysia by Bloomberg and we won bond-related 
awards from MorningStar Malaysia and The Edge/
Thomson Reuters Lipper.

In the Asset Triple A Asia Infrastructure Awards, we 
won Malaysia’s best project finance bank and best 
transport deal. For the latest phase of the DUKE 
Highway in Kuala Lumpur, we won the Alpha 
Southeast Asia Best Wakalah Deal of the Year.

We also won the Asia Asset Management Award for 
Best Pension Fund Manager for the fourth year. At 
the Asset Triple A Islamic Finance Awards we were 
awarded best Islamic asset management house, 
Malaysia; best local currency sukuk and best loan 
syndication.
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For the fifth year, we won the Best FX Bank for 
Corporates & Financial Institutions from Alpha 
Southeast Asia.

We won three e-payment excellence awards from 
MyClear, including outstanding contribution to 
JomPAY. We won another three awards from Visa, 
including highest payment volume growth in Visa 
Signature cards.

In recognition of our best practices in human 
resources, we were a winner of the HR Asia Best 
Company to Work For in Malaysia Award 2016.

New Group Chief Financial Officer
Our new Group Chief Financial Officer with effect 
from 1 June 2017 is Jamie Ling. He is a Chartered 
Accountant and joins us with more than 20 years of 
commercial, financial and international banking 
experience across Asia and Europe.

I would like to make particular mention of Mandy 
Simpson, who was AmBank Group Chief Financial 
Officer for five years from 2012 and returned to 
Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited 
(ANZ) at the end of May 2017. She played a significant 
role in crafting the Top 4 Strategy and driving 
transformation efforts. With her exemplary leadership, 
she has built a strong team within Group Finance.

Thanks and Acknowledgments
I express my gratitude to our Board of Directors for 
their support and trust through the challenging past 
12 months. Their guidance and advice to the Group 
management team during the implementation 
phase of our Top 4 Strategy has been invaluable.

To our valued customers and shareholders, regulators 
and communities, thank you for your continued 
trust, loyalty and support.

We cherish the fact that our people are our most 
valuable asset. I would like to thank AmBankers for 
working hard and positively contributing to the Top 
4 Strategy this year.

Thank you for your contributions and for focusing on 
what we do best, helping individuals and businesses 
in Malaysia grow and win together.

SULAIMAN MOHD TAHIR
Group Chief Executive Officer

Kuala Lumpur
30 June 2017
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